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		More than just a guide, the Handbook of Technical Writing places writing in a real-world context with quick access to hundreds of technical writing topics and scores of sample documents and visuals. Its dedicated author team — with decades of combined academic and professional experience — has created a comprehensive reference tool for students and professionals alike.
		
			Always anticipating the needs of today’s writers, the ninth edition includes expanded coverage of audience and context, and reflects the impact that e-mail and technology have had on workplace communication. An integrated companion Web site works together with the text to offer expanded online resources with the same clarity and depth of instruction.
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating Your Own CDs (2nd Edition)Alpha, 2001
CD-ROM "burners" are a standard feature on many new PCs. This title provides expert advice on creating CD-ROMs in an easy to comprehend language. Topics covered include: CD burning troubleshooting, copyright and format issues.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 
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Learn FileMaker Pro 9 (Wordware Library for FileMaker)Wordware Publishing, 2007
This is meant to be a hands-on book. The idea is to have you do various exercises so that you become familiar with FileMaker Pro. The book doesn’t have that much to do with theory, although you will learn some along the way. There are other books for theory, if that’s something you care about.

The FileMaker Pro PDF manual...
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Spring Into HTML and CSSAddison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true HTML/CSS mastery!Need to build a web site? Or update  one? Or just create some effective new web content? Maybe you just need to  update your skills, do the job better.Welcome. This book's for you. We'll  leverage what you already know about the web, so you'll go further, faster than  you ever expected. You'll master...
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Fighting Computer Crime: A New Framework for Protecting InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	Who are the cybercriminals and what can we do to stop them? From the #1 cybercrime expert, a revolutionary new approach to . Fighting Computer Crime A top computer crime expert explains why current computer security methods fall dangerously short of the mark and what we can do to fix them. Based on his 30 years as a cybercrime fighter, during...
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Beginning Google Maps API 3Apress, 2010

	This book is about the next generation of the Google Maps API. It will provide the reader with the skills and knowledge necessary to incorporate Google Maps v3 on web pages in both desktop and mobile browsers.


	It also describes how to deal with common problems that most map developers encounter at some point, like performance and...
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The Marketing Agency Blueprint: The Handbook for Building Hybrid PR, SEO, Content, Advertising, and Web FirmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	When I started HubSpot in June 2006 with my business partner, Dharmesh Shah, our experiences with marketing agencies led us to almost entirely avoid working with them. In fact, we designed our original business model around selling our marketing software directly to end customers, and developed an internal marketing team that would not be...
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